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The Adventure family loved to explore new places, and one day
they found half of a treasure map. They were curious to find out more,
but little did they know it was cursed.
They decided to look for the treasure and on their first night they
decided to follow the maps' directions. The map led them to a farm and
they were confused about what kind of treasure they would find. They
started to explore the farm, and then they found a crack in the ceiling.
The crack in the ceiling lead them to a small door. Behind the door,
they found the other half of the map and now they were able to continue
the hunt.
With the map now complete, it led them to a library and it also
gave them the title of a book. When they looked through the whole
book, Mrs. Adventure found a letter that the pirate wrote saying, "Follow
these 3 symbols and you will find the treasure".
One was a bow, the other was a bird, and the third they had never
seen before and they were confused what it was. The symbols led them
to an old and odd cave. They decided to split up and look around,
suddenly the youngest son found something strange, and he was so
HAPPY! He found gold and lots of money!
Then, Mr. Adventure found another map that lead them to a very
small cave. When they arrived, they found a treasure box and they took

pictures with their findings. They found money, gold, a microphone, a
watch, a crown, and one gold gun. Suddenly, they heard a laugh out of
nowhere. They got scared, they put everything back except for the
crown, the money, and the watch and they ran quickly to the car to get
away.
About a week later, the youngest son could not breath. So, they
went to the hospital, and he had to get a can of oxygen because he was
having trouble breathing and no one knew why. At first, the son was the
only one that thought it was a curse from their previous journey, but his
parents didn't think that. The child ended up dying, and no one knew
why. The Adventures then remembered what their son told them and
now they believed that it was a curse. This story is true. People died
many years ago looking for this treasure they drowned, died of hunger,
died for strange reasons.
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